with tickets ($9.50 each) available at the door. Typically, this soiree offers attendees from diverse areas of the world and differing segments of the industry a chance to discuss current trends and problems in a social environment, and provides an easy forum for the business press to meet industry spokesmen.
ELECTRO'S Keynote Luncheon will take place in the Convention Ballroom cf the Sheraton-Boston on May 22 ($12 per person). Bernard Gordon, president of the Analogic Corporation, will be the featured speaker.
As 
The program
Although the number of papers being presented at ELECTRO '78 equals that of last year, the decrease in the number of sessions (36 as opposed to 43 in 1977) means that not only will there be fewer parallel sessions, but attendees will probably be able to hear more papers in their chosen fields. Scheduled to take place no more than six at a time, the 36 sessions will be split among six half-day periods (beginning at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.) over the threeday meeting, with an added Wednesday night session at 8 p.m. This special evening session, entitled "The Human Energy Field: A New Beachhead for Scientific Discovery," will be organized and chaired by Richard Dobrin, who promises an exciting experience for all who attend.
Looking over the general session program (see p.58A), one can see a definite pattern emerge. One area of major emphasis is the microprocessor-a primary theme of no fewer than ten of this year's sessions. It is almost impossible for a dedicated meeting-goer not to sit in on at least one microprocessor session throughout the three days.
Other subjects destined to help you pass your days at ELECTRO 78 profitably include computers (you pick 'em-ten sessions covering everything from computeraided design and home computers to new-generation memories and computer graphics), management and professional engineering (four sessions dealing with decision making, resource allocation, technology forecasting, assertive management, financing, professionalism, upward mobility, and career development for women engineers), automatic testing, communications, microwaves, optics, energy (human, IR, or otherwise), medical electronics, instruments, high-density packaging, and future applications.
Packing It In
Electronic circuit packaging has not kept pace with the rapid evolution from transistors and diodes to semiconductor ics, and now serious deficiencies are being seen as the microprocessor age comes upon us. For instance, the DIPS on glass-epoxy wave-soldered mother boards of the 1960s are becoming inappropriate for the 1970s in terms of size, weight, reliability, and thermal performance. A promising solution is offered by ceramic wiring-board packaging technologies and hybrid microcircuits.
At session 1, you can get a handle on intriguing packaging problems and solutions from the point of view of the user. Session organizer Stanley M. Stuhlbarg of Hughes Aircraft and Walter Vilkelis of IBM, cochairmen of the session, "Looking Ahead at High-Density Packaging," have assembled a panel of specialists on that subject. For example, Daniel I. Amey of Sperry Univac will discuss why he feels that the impact of LSI technology on packaging may be more significant than its effect on system logic design, and will explain the benefits of using the JEDEC LSI Package Standard and interconnecting elements in a computer system.
The impact of high density on computer memories will be the topic of two speakers: Bruce G. Tenpas of Control Data Corp., who will speak on computer memory density and its packaging implications, and Emory Garth of Texas Instruments, who v/ill discuss memory systems as the beneficiary of steady improvements in packaging density. As usage of increasingly complex LSI circuitry becomes widespread, the cost of computer memory systems must be decreased to remain viable. According to Mr. Tenpas, however, the design of large memories using present density packaging leads to the realization that the additional cost of associated hardware to support the memory system is superfluous. Mr. Garth feels that the coming "packaging revolution" will break down the closely guarded individualized approaches to high-density packaging that have characterized today's mainframe computer manufacturers, especially as new manufacturing automation techniques are more universally applied.
The systems approach to LSI in computers will be the subject for Don Seraphin of IBM, who feels that the drive to use larger and larger silicon chips tends to slow down universal acceptance of LSI. The crux of the problem is that designers strive to pack ever more functions on silicon, and whenever full integration fails due to unacceptable increases in speed-power product, a new chip-tomodule technology is required. Support packaging becomes so complex that multilayer interconnection boards may include a mile of internal wiring paths.
With high-density packaging, the need for high performance for mainframe computers becomes even more severe, a fact that has led Lin C. Wu of the Amdahl Corp. to resort to the use of ECL/VLSI featuring fewer devices having high lead counts. Mr. Wu, in the past an advocate of fourth-generation forced-air cooling for mainframe computers, will describe a multiple-package array of individually sealed stud-cooled 84-lead carriers. 
Circuit designing by computer

Computer graphics come to the fore
The past decade has witnessed significant growth in computer graphics, with a whole new generation of lowcost turnkey systems opening up hitherto unforeseen graphics applications. Gradually shifting from the strokewriting random refresh to the storage tube and now to digital television, the state of the art in computer graphics has reached a point where many forecasters see a 25-30-percent compound growth per year over the next few years. A decade ago, the dollar volume of computer graphics equipment was low (probably no supplier doing more than $10 million/year) and it was estimated that there were from 500 to 1000 graphics consoles installed or on order. It is now estimated that at least 20 companies sell more than $5 million worth of equipment a year-with half of these selling more than $10 million-and that there are almost 50 000 graphics consoles now in place.
All this and much more is the subject of session 23, "Computer Graphics: From False Start to Boom," which has been organized by Spectrum Senior Associate Editor Edward A. Torrero and will be chaired by Carl Machover of Machover Associates. In his discussion of the decade of progress computer graphics has undergone, Mr. Machover unearths some vital facts and statistics. He says that there are probably more than 1000 systems on line in the United States with an average price of $250 000 each, with computer-aided design the major activity area today.
Numerous companies are now producing turnkey systems with hardware and software not only for solving a variety of CAD problems, but for other applications as well, including mapping, simulation, process control, management information, computer-aided instruction, personal computing, and video games. Color, much too expensive a decade ago, has been made practical in graphics systems by the introduction of digital television. What about the future? In Mr. Machover's eyes, the computer graphics industry should grow to $2.5 billion; what's more, he feels that there will be an explosive growth of digital television, low-cost color hard copy, the growing use of voice-input techniques, and the development of customized work stations within the coming decade.
Other speakers at this session include: Michael A. Neighbors of B-K Dynamics, who will discuss digital television display systems; Norman G. Altman of Altman Associates, on automatic digitizing of engineering drawings; and T. Kaplan of Applicon, Inc., who will provide a look at turnkey computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) systems.
Addressing the energy crisis
Session 24, "Energy: Crises and Challenges," organized by Richard Quinzani of Boston Edison and chaired by James G. Dolan of Stone & Webster Engineering Corp., promises to be a major opus of ELECTRO '78, with four leading spokesmen from the energy field leading a forum that will address questions of immediate concern to the engineering community, and to the world at large.
Kenneth Kearns, director of Nuclear Information Services at the Westinghouse Corp., will defend the nuclear option; Richard Balzhiser of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) will elaborate on the coal option; and Solomon Zwerdling., director of R&D for the Solar Energy Center of Cambridge, Mass., will discuss the merits of solar, wind, thermal, and other sources of seemingly inexhaustible energy. As a finale, Bennett Miller, of the U.S. Department of Energy» will voice his-and presumably the Government's-assessment of alternative energy solutions.
Getting turned on
The ELECTRO 78 special evening session, "The Human Energy Field: A New Beachhead for Scientific Discovery," will contain the most papers of any session of the entire meeting, and perhaps rightly so, since this "new" technology (actually, early investigations in the field go back to the 19th century, and even ancient times) may lead to a plethora of exciting discoveries. 
